Using ReMe
The Family User’s Manual
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Let’s Get Started

This is where you can learn to use ReMe. Whilst everything you need to know
is on each page of the program itself as an embedded video by clicking the
Question Mark, however it’s sometimes useful to have a manual available
should you want to refer to it.
And since ReMe’s deceptively easy to use, you may find it useful to ‘look
under the bonnet’ every now and then at some of the more sophisticated
tools, such as engaging with the local hospital.
So here it is.

Tip:
We suggest you have these instructions open on a pc whilst using a tablet and move back and forwards from
here to ReMe itself.

First Steps
Of course you will need to have a tablet or pc and access to broadband before you can take a look around.
Please do understand that sometimes response rates will not be as fast as you might like, depending on the calibre of
the broadband service you are using. This will improve over time.

Tip:
www.reme.care is available through any browser but we recommend Google’s Chrome, instead of other
browsers like Internet Explorer or Firefox.
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Next Steps
First let’s introduce you to the basics of using ReMe.

Take a look around
Let’s start with the overview video here.
Looks easy? Now login to ReMe. You can do this via your
Dashboard in www.remindmecare.com or directly at
reme.care.
Take a spin around the pages, watch the videos on each and
get comfortable in ReMe.

Getting started
Get familiar with ReMe by building your own My Story, a
collection of images and videos that describes your interests
and events important to you. This video shows you how.
You’ll find it as always, top right at the question mark in
ReMe itself.
Use the Navigator and click on My Story to start.
Choose a Topic to explore, discover some images about your
experiences, choose some favourite music and build them
into your profile. Have some fun.

Using ReMe
Here’s the basic ReMe processes and activities that you will use.
From here on please use the videos embedded top right in each page of ReMe to learn how to perform these
activities and show your team what to do. Just click the question mark.

Home Page
After logging in you will encounter the Home Page. It provides
the buttons that will take you through into ReMe. And it also
offers a bit of fun to start the day and an overview to the left
of the previous activities undertaken (you can click on these
and they will open).
You will also find information at the bottom, including videos
of new functionality that has just been launched and a record
of the number of activities undertaken by you across the week.
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Enrolling your family member
When you first enrol you will be asked to provide information about the person you are enrolling. This is done by
asking questions in relation to two categories; firstly Caring for Me and secondly, My6
The first is Caring For Me
Six questions are asked that define the routines
and preferences of the person.
This starts the process of getting to understand the
needs of the person.

The second set of questions are called My 6
Six questions are asked that define the Life Story
and current interests and likes and dislikes of the
person.
This starts the process of getting to know the
person.

My Story
The first thing to do is to take a look around My Story, by clicking on the tile, as circled below.
<Person’s> Story: This area hosts all the knowledge
discovered about the Person Cared For, whether
uploaded by families, discovered during
reminiscence sessions or learned during group
activities in a care facility.
When entering a person’s My Story for the first time,
the first step is to enter content, either by sitting with
the person and entering content through discussion
or through family participation, such as uploading
family photo albums.
This is the place to click and view content. The
content is presented under ‘Everything’ in the
sequence of most recent usage.… but can also be
divided out into Themes, such as Childhood and
Working Life.
Within Themes are Topics (in white) inside of which
is Content (such as images or music or videos).
With content created, whether discovered through
searching on words to find internet content,
choosing loved music and radio shows or family
uploaded photos, then it becomes possible to build
Playlists (=reminiscence sessions) that hold a
selected mix of content that is known to be engaging.
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Using the Button Functions

Upload & Discover; This is a means to quickly upload your own content, such as photos, music
and videos, into your loved one’s My Story. And to discover new content from the internet
that you believe will be engaging for them and useful for the carers to use, and store it as a
Topic in My Story.

New Conversation; When a person starts to talk about an interesting subject, this tool enables
the carer to illustrate the conversation with content, such as images, videos and music.
And the Conversation is recorded in My Story so as to be able to return to it at a later date to
continue to explore the Topics in it and improve the engagement with the person.
To better understand the process of using Conversations, please view the embedded video.

Record Activity; A means to record non digital activities, such as gardening, a visit to the coffee
shop, knitting etc. Simply take a picture, records some notes and hit save and this activity will
be stored in the data area and be available to reports.

Capturing the event – activities undertaken by the individual in the care
facility can be captured. These are viewable remotely by the family. Images
and video can be held and notes recorded.
Recording for reporting – All events captured are held for use in reports. No
compilation or written reporting is required and the data is held in perpetuity
and can be printed at any time.
It is the responsibility of the carer to take such photos responsibly and within
the authorisation parameters provided by individual and/or family.
It is important that, when taking photos, that this are taken in line with the
consents provided regarding such activities.
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Care Circle; When you’re using ReMe regularly and your team is comfortable with the basic
functionality, then it’s time to invite the family to participate. The aim is to build a care circle
around the person you care for, so that engagement with the family becomes a rewarding and
non-time consuming activity. This will enable them to build content within My Story saving you
time and providing valuable content direction.
Inviting the Family – You can invite whichever family members and friends that you think
could benefit from use of Reme. It’s critical that they understand the breadth of benefit
that they and their loved one will receive from the system, so when they log in they should
be encouraged to use the videos to learn how to use ReMe.
Session Reports – all care circle members will be automatically updated of the outcomes
of sessions in which content discovery has been made providing them also with the
opportunity to participate by commenting and contributing content.

Sending a message – the ReMe messaging facility is in built, so during a carers’
interaction with a person cared for, they can instantly send any message that
they so wish. Messages are retained in perpetuity but can be deleted by the
family administrator.
Using ReMe’s ‘Connecting Family’ page – Skype calls can be conducted and
scheduled using the calendar and care circle connectivity features.

Calendar; Here a carer can view all of the activities undertaken across ReMe in the care facility.
And view the entries that families have made. Each activity can be clicked on and opened to
view them from within the calendar

Family visits, birthdays and skype calls – family members can schedule visits between
each other and post on the calendar, such that carers are pre-warned and can plan
for them.
Birthdays are posted and skype calls can even be scheduled between carers, the
person and their family.
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<Person’s> Activities; This presents a listing of the recent activities undertaken by the person
cared for in order of use.
It makes it possible for a carer to, with just three clicks from log in, present content that is
known to engage the person.

Playlists; These are reminiscence sessions that have been compiled of
content taken from various Topics. You can view and create new one
from here.
Favourite Topics; These are the topics that have been last viewed in My
Story.
My 6 Things: These are the six things first defined about the person, by
the family or carer, at the time of enrolment
Group Activities: These are the most recent Group Activities that the
person has engaged in.
All of the above can be opened and run from here.

Health & Wellbeing
This includes in digital format, the data that often accompanies a person/resident/service user
when they arrive at hospital admission. Its easily printable and include knowledge of the person
that can assist improve the admission process and calm a person if they become agitated.
Whilst its use is completely optional, however if
you wish your local hospital to wish to access the
knowledge of the person held in ReMe to improve
their care delivery, then we advise that this
content is entered at the time of first enrolment
by the family admin and so will be available to the
hospital at admission.
When a person cared for is transferred to hospital, we recommend that you advise them by email of their impending
admission. If your loved one is in a care home then you do not need to do this. This will give the admissions/triage
nurse the opportunity, if using ReMe, to access contemporary knowledge of the person, that can really assist them
ensure calm and an easier transition from care facility to the ward.
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Caring for Me; This section provides an overview of the capacity, preferences and
needs of the person. It is not an area for defining specific medical conditions nor is it
a care planning resource. It is about the person and is a digital representation of
common often provided paper format information about the person. It does
however offer a powerful resource for use, from admission to discharge.
It provides a summary of the person’s life story, preferences and current
relevant facts, as often provided in paper format to hospitals by care facilities
when a patient arrives at admission.
It is automatically compiled from My Story and so is always up to date,
enabling the hospital to know what is engaging to the person ‘today’ and so
to maintain continuity of topic engagement, thereby providing reassurance
and appropriate communications, which can be critical in ensuring reduced
deterioration of wellbeing.
My 6 things – Provides a hospital ward with 6 Things that are important to
the person
My Routines – Provides a list of personal habits, preferences and routines
that can assist bespoke the care process.

Notes; provides a place for recording the basic details of a person’s
health.
The family have the ability to update the area and upon doing so an
email will be despatched to the Responsible Manager notifying them
of this entry.
The same notification to the Responsible Manager will occur if the
hospital update this area

Well Being Report – We recommend that at the end of each
reminiscence session, and certainly regularly, that a wellbeing survey
is conducted with the person in your care.
You simply need to get the answers to a few easy questions and press
save. Done. The data will be available to review when you wish and
plot as a report when required to do so..

Print Me; This button prints out a summary Key Information about the person and
can be placed by the bedside for quick access to knowledge of the person.
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This is of particular use in hospital wards where their knowledge of the
person is minimal.

Person Centred Care Strategies using ReMe
Personal activities and therapy
This is the heart of ReMe, which is Activity Based software. Activities are based
on knowledge of the person and the outcomes of activities are recorded and
used to improve subsequent activities and for monitoring and reporting.
The simple rule is, the more you use ReMe the better these will be.
1:1 Reminiscence – this form of therapy has been around a long time. But it’s
never been like this. The sequence of discovery of content is based on Themes
(family life, sport, music, etc), Topics (my holiday in Spain, I love trains, etc) and
Content (family photos, discovered images, music, radio shows, TV programs,
etc).
These are first found and stored in My Story and then Reminiscence sessions are
run that are either pre-planned to include content from these Topics that is
believed to engage, or created live and at the request of the person cared for,
using content from their Topics.
You can run these sessions during visits and can build them for carers to use.
It will take a bit of time to become proficient and like anything it pays to practice
on your own first. But after a little while it becomes an automatic process. And
that’s when the fun starts. For the aim is to engage, whether with topics of
common interest to you, the carer and the person cared for, or with topics that
can be seen to be generating response, calm, even joy. You will be surprised.
And best of all, all that you discover during these sessions is recorded
automatically so you can continue the next day, and the members of the care
circle are advised automatically of new discoveries if you wish them to be
informed.
Notes:
• When notes are written or recorded, an email can be automatically sent to the care circle advising them of the

response of the person cared for and requesting further information and content.
• Voice over notes are particularly powerful response generators.
• Sessions can be rated at the end so that they can be chosen later as being most engaging.
• Alarming content can be flagged and deleted. It will never reappear.
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Acute Care Strategies
One of the key benefits of ReMe’s ‘search and discover’ functionality, is its ability to find
content that is engaging and calming. Whether from the remote upload of family content
that is known to be engaging or through the unexpected discovery of content that
produces a positive response, this knowledge is recorded and always available and will
prompt new carers through the reminiscence sessions.
ReMe’s algorithms explore knowledge of the person to optimise content delivery and
once calming content has been found it should be explored further, with the aim of
building an ever expanding breadth of knowledge that reflects the world that the person
is inhabiting.
When content has been shown to have a calming effect, it can be used as an alternative
resort to medication. As a family member you can assist in this process since no one knows
more about your loved one than you and friends do.
Music & Entertainment Therapy
Music – The music Theme in My Story can be used to find music that the person cared
for enjoys, either by family, carer or through discovery.
An unlimited number of playlists can be easily created and modified during sessions
as desired. Notes can be added to record stories as they are told during sessions.
As new comments and choices are made during a session new musical content can
be discovered and added to the playlist. The order of the content can be adjusted in
the settings.
Notes:
•
•

When searching for music, consider finding content with lyrics on screen.
It’s best to avoid compilations.

Radio programs – Much loved radio programs can be collated and experiences
recorded in the same manner as music.
TV and film – Many films and TV shows can be accessed and playlists created.
Notes:
• Playlists can be created before a family visit and be played using their own

tablets. This engages younger family members who can present personal
activities.

Activities
Activities; There are numerous ReadyMade games and activities in built into ReMe and you
will be able to view those that are used by the carers with your loved one and these assist
provide cognitive support and evaluation.
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Cognitive Engagement Therapy (CET) – Based
on the principles of cognitive stimulation
therapy, CET seeks to enhance engagement
through using tried and tested stimulating
activities but adds the enhancement of
capturing and recording response so as to be
able to maintain continuity of activity across
sessions and to offer the opportunity for further
exploration of topics that engender
engagement, notably in one to one sessions.
Little training is required to deliver these
sessions and you can use them during visits or
view their use by carers.

Readymade content
a. Physical activities
b. Quizzes
c. Games – these represent a digitisation of Cognitive Stimulation games
and so provide both entertainment and cognitive evaluation.
d. Films
e. Music

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- || -------------------------------------------------------------

Bumpy ride?
If after four weeks you not using ReMe regularly and enjoying it, then please do
contact us and we’ll arrange a special training session for you. If ReMe’s not
working for you, then we all need to know why and to fix the issue.
Simply click here to book a slot to discuss the problem (or visit our Contact page
on our website at www.remindmecare.com to book).

That’s it
If you’ve got this far, then you’ll have you’ll be well on the way to enjoying using ReMe and helping support the care
of your loved one.
It just remains to be said, that please contact us with any problems, any ideas, any needs.
We will continue to build new functionality so that ReMe continues to be the leader in the use of new tech as it
emerges. So please do help us be better.

Thanks again for using ReMe.
And the final words?
Have fun.
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